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GARY R. DYER 
Ivanhoe, Chivalry, 
and the Murder of Mary Ashford 
Such was the readiness, with which, in those times, heroes put 
their lives in jeopardy, for honour and lady's sake. But I doubt 
whether the fair dames of the present day will think, that the risk 
of being burned, upon every suspicion of frailty, could be alto 
gether compensated by the probability, that a husband of good 
faith, like John de Carogne, or a disinterested champion, like 
Hugh le Blond, would take up the gauntlet in their behalf. 
—Walter Scott, in Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border (1802-03) 
. . . the production of aesthetic or narrative form is to be seen as 
an ideological act in its own right, with the function of inventing 
imaginary or formal "solutions" to unresolvable social contradic 
tions. 
—Fredric Jameson 
In London, on November 17, 1817, Abraham Thornton, accused of 
raping and murdering young Mary Ashford the previous May, chal 
lenged her brother William to settle the question by the medieval 
method of "trial by battel," combat with clubs. The public was 
shocked to learn that English law still gave some defendants the 
right to demand that their guilt or innocence be decided by armed 
combat. Circumstantial evidence had long since convinced the nation 
that Thornton was guilty, yet in August he was acquitted by a jury in 
Warwick, largely because some testimony indicated that he had been 
a considerable distance from the murder site shortly after the crime. 
The victim's brother obtained a "writ of appeal," which called for a 
second trial, and, beginning in November, the pleas were heard be 
fore the Court of King's Bench. However, the law governing such an 
appeal still included the defendant's right to "battel." When the court 
upheld Thornton's claim to combat, the case had to be dropped be 
cause William Ashford was physically unfit to fight him. In effect, 
Thornton was rescued by his own strength—which apparently had 
enabled him to rape and kill Mary Ashford in the first place. 
Ashford v. Thornton was "so remarkable as to have become a topic 
in society/' reported Richard Rush, the American minister in London, 
while the Reverend Luke Booker found it "the chief topic of conver 
sation, not only in the Cottage, but in the Drawing Room, among 
Companies consisting of both Sexes." Over fifty years later, a histo 
rian of British trials claimed that "There has probably been no case in 
the criminal records of this country, during the present century, that 
has attracted so universally the public attention."1 In fact, the noto 
riety the case achieved and the issues it raised were so great as to 
make it impossible that any writer in the years afterwards could dis 
cuss or depict trial by combat without an intensified awareness of 
how such a practice abetted the domination of the strong over the 
weak, the guilty over the innocent, and men over women. Unless one 
believes that God intercedes directly in human affairs, judicial com 
bat does nothing except maintain these tyrannies. Moreover, after 
Ashford v. Thornton writers had to anticipate a readership that felt 
such qualms more strongly than before. 
If Thornton's challenge had occurred in a novel, it might easily 
have struck readers as a burlesque of the contemporary vogue for 
medieval history and culture, insofar as a man who almost everyone 
felt certain had raped and murdered a young woman was rescued by 
a chivalric legal process. For decades before the day when Thornton 
claimed his right to combat, enthusiasm for the Middle Ages had 
been reviving among British architects, painters, and authors, as well 
as the general public. Though this case made romanticizing judicial 
combat more difficult, it could also spur an author to show that 
Thornton's challenge did not reflect on all chivalric institutions be 
cause it betrayed the spirit they were meant to embody. The chivalric 
code, after all, called for its adherents to protect women from men 
who did not observe its standard of behavior—that is, men like 
Thornton. 
Although Walter Scott's poems and translations had been at the 
center of the medieval revival since his Minstrelsy of the Scottish Bor 
der began appearing in 1802, Ivanhoe, published in December 1819, 
two years and one month after Thornton threw down the gauntlet, 
was the first of his novels to take place in the Middle Ages. Scott's 
awareness of Ashford v. Thornton indicates that the novel's climactic 
trial by combat, in which the Saxon Wilfrid of Ivanhoe fights on be 
half of the Jewish heroine Rebecca against Brian de Bois-Guilbert of 
the Knights of the Temple, expresses the author's urge to reclaim the 
name of chivalry for those men who embrace the chivalric values 
Thornton cynically exploited. In Fredric Jameson's formulation, liter 
ary texts embody ideology insofar as they have "the function of in 
venting imaginary or formal 'solutions' to unresolvable social 
contradictions" (79). Ivanhoe wins only because his opponent ab 
ruptly falls dead, killed by his own conflicting desires, yet, as I will 
be arguing, this odd occurrence acts to resolve on the fictive level 
contradictions that the Ashford case had dramatized publicly, the 
contradictions attendant on asking men to monopolize power but not 
to misuse it. On the other hand, the fact that this occurrence is so un 
usual reveals an antithetical purpose at work within Scott's narrative: 
a desire to hold up these contradictions for the reader to see. 
Ashford v. Thornton, furthermore, encapsulated the interrelated so 
cial conflicts that were causing turmoil throughout Britain in the 
months when Scott was writing lvanhoe. We will see that the politi 
cally conservative novelist was obsessed with these events, and they 
aroused in him the most intolerantly reactionary sentiments he ever 
voiced. Discussion of lvanhoe has tended to focus on national, reli 
gious, and class difference in the novel;2 the light Thornton's chal 
lenge casts on the combat scene exposes as well the part played by 
male domination of women. Ashford v. Thornton, which I will exam 
ine in detail now, provides not only a key to understanding the pres 
sures Scott felt in 1819 but also new insight into the conflicted nature 
of his literary production. 
1 
On the morning of May 27, 1817, Mary Ashford's drowned body 
was pulled from a pit of water in a field near Erdingham, a village a 
few miles northeast of Birmingham. She was about twenty years old, 
and had worked as a housekeeper for her uncle in nearby Langley. 
The previous night she had gone to a dance at a local inn with her 
friend Hannah Cox. There she danced frequently with Thornton, the 
son of a successful local builder, and some time after midnight all 
three left the inn and walked toward Erdingham. Earlier Ashford had 
told her friend that she was going to her grandfather's cottage to 
sleep, and so, at a crossroads near the village, Hannah Cox left Ash 
ford and Thornton and proceeded to her own mother's house. At 
about four o'clock she was awoken by Ashford, who was stopping by 
to retrieve her working clothes. Mary was last seen alive shortly af 
terward, walking down the road in the direction of her uncle's house 
in Langley.3 
Immediately after her body was found, suspicion concentrated on 
Thornton. It did not help his cause that reportedly he had bragged to 
another man at the dance that he had been intimate with Mary's sis 
ter, and that he would possess her, as well. When questioned by an 
assistant constable, Thornton acknowledged sexual relations with 
Mary, but claimed she had consented (medical evidence revealed 
that intercourse had occurred before she drowned, though without 
showing conclusively that it was rape). At the trial in Warwick, the 
prosecutor argued that Thornton had assaulted her and then thrown 
her, unconscious, into the water. When the judge, Sir George Hol 
royd, summarized the case for the jury, he emphasized that, despite 
the evidence against Thornton, witnesses had testified that the de 
fendant was walking calmly down a road, a great distance from the 
pit of water, only about eleven minutes after Mary Ashford left her 
friend's house—eleven minutes in which, according to the prosecu 
tion, the young woman walked over a mile and a quarter to the vi 
cinity of the pit, where she was pursued, raped, and thrown into the 
water by Thornton, who then traveled approximately two miles, one 
thousand feet toward his home to the place where he was seen. The 
jury acquitted Thornton after only a few minutes of deliberation. 
Reconstructing convincingly what happened to Mary Ashford is 
close to impossible, in large part because the amateurish investiga 
tors collected the evidence imprecisely and inconsistently, leaving 
many crucial facts hazy.4 But my concern is not with whether Thorn 
ton was actually guilty or innocent but with the consequences of the 
widespread belief that he was getting away with murder. The verdict 
surprised and outraged the people of the region, among whom were 
several gentlemen who immediately began to explore ways in which 
this injustice could be righted. Accusations were rampant that Thorn 
ton's father had bribed defense witnesses, one of whom now lost his 
job, the assistant constable whose account of the defendant's forth 
rightness had impressed Justice Holroyd in his favor. 
As his dead sister's heir, William Ashford was entitled to submit 
what English law, confusingly, termed an "appeal." An acquittal in a 
criminal trial did not preclude this civil procedure, which was a ves 
tige of the method by which offenses were tried before the modern 
system of prosecution developed. When called upon to plead, Thorn 
ton declared he was "Not guilty, and ready to defend the same upon 
[his] body," and he cast a yellow leather glove, representing the tra 
ditional gauntlet, on the floor in front of him. An appeal like Ash 
ford's was archaic and rare, Thornton's demand for battle far more 
so; no one had claimed this right since 1638. According to the rules of 
battle, if the men fought and Thornton either won or remained un 
beaten until the stars were visible, he would go free, but if he lost, he 
would he hanged immediately.5 One of Thornton's attorneys, Wil 
liam Reader, explained to the court that he and his colleagues had 
recommended this plea to their client only because of "the extraordi 
nary, and I may add, unprecedented prejudice disseminated against 
him throughout the country, in regard to this unfortunate transac 
tion."6 Their strategy worked: in April, after lengthy, learned argu 
mentation, Thornton's right to battle was upheld, so Ashford 
withdrew the appeal. He was only a teenager, and one of his lawyers 
pointed out to the court that he was "of weak body."7 Evidently 
Thornton escaped punishment his first time in court by appealing to 
his wealth; the second time, by appealing to his strength. Ashford v. 
Thornton provoked parliament to prohibit not only wager of battle 
but also the archaic form of appeal. No one can deny the renown of 
the case: in addition to the numerous accounts of the trials, at least 
five pamphlets debating Thornton's guilt were published. The crime 
even inspired three plays.8 
Witnesses to the King's Bench pleas and arguments believed that 
these proceedings were unearthing vestigial brutality. Immediately 
after Thornton issued his challenge, Ashford's counsel observed how 
"ancient and barbarous" it would be if "a person charged with the 
crime of murder should be permitted to repel that charge by commit 
ting another murder."9 Henry Crabb Robinson recorded in his diary 
that the legitimacy of Thornton's challenge made vivid his nation's 
primitive past: "we all felt astonishment—at least I did—at behold 
ing before our eyes a scene acted which we had read of as one of the 
disgraceful institutions of our half-civilized ancestors."10 Richard 
Rush could hardly believe he had heard this "mode of trial for dark 
ages" being debated "[i]n the highest tribunal of the most enlight 
ened country in Europe" (Rush, 223). To judge by observers' com 
ments, Thornton's actions could reflect on all medieval forms of 
combat, and on medievalism in general.11 
Chivalry authorized not only Thornton's challenge but also the 
case against him; it pervaded the original prosecution, William Ash 
ford's appeal, and the public response both to the crime and to the 
court proceedings. The appeal embodied knightly voluntarism from 
the first, insofar as it was not a criminal but a civil action, in which 
the young man personally demanded justice on his sister's behalf.12 
Thornton did not introduce this element into the proceedings; all he 
did by demanding battle was to expose, by the form of his response, 
the covert basis of Ashford's claim to be his sister's champion. In 
1817 an attack on a virtuous young woman made the rhetoric of 
chivalry automatic. After all, its most influential invocation in mod 
ern British discourse focused on men's obligation to defend women 
from assault: when Edmund Burke in his Reflections on the Revolution 
in France (1790) eulogized the virtue which that nation had lost, he 
was reacting to the mob's October 6, 1789, attack on Marie Anto 
inette's apartments, from which she fled "almost naked." Shocked to 
see "such disasters fallen upon her in a nation of gallant men," Burke 
can only reflect that "the age of chivalry is gone.—That of sophisters, 
oeconomists, and calculators, has succeeded; and the glory of Europe 
is extinguished for ever."13 In the later years of the Regency, "chival 
ry" was being adopted by political radicals, not just by conservatives 
like Burke and Scott, and so a great deal was at stake in the struggle 
over who were women's best protectors. 
The chivalric code obligated men to defend women of saintly 
moral character most of all. Much in the way Burke argues from the 
premise that Marie Antoinette exemplifies such virtue, the prosecutor 
at Thornton's Warwick trial declared that this English Mary A. was 
"a young woman of irreproachable character down to the event 
which terminated in her death."14 In one respect Mary Ashford re 
sembled not the married Queen of France but the earlier, Galilean 
Mary: the newspapers repeatedly—and insensitively—informed their 
readers that the victim had been a virgin, thereby implying that if 
she had consented to sex on an earlier occasion, she had relinquished 
her right to refuse Thornton. (Following the Warwick prosecutor's 
example, public opinion gave her rape priority over her murder by 
assuming that Thornton molested her, then killed her to cover up his 
crime.) William Ashford no doubt believed he was also defending his 
two sisters against Thornton's unchivalrous claim that each had had 
sex with him willingly. 
Yet, however prevalent they become, chivalric responses to assault 
on women were (and are) ultimately not only ineffective but counter 
productive. The legal proceedings against Thornton reflected the as 
sumption that combatting violent crime against women was men's 
duty and men's alone. Indeed, there was a tacit assumption that only 
men needed to know about these offenses: although Booker probably 
was right that both sexes were discussing the case, women were ex 
cluded from the Warwick trial, little of the writing published on the 
incident was addressed to women, and none I know of was written 
by them. When men react to assault on women only by calling on 
men to defend them, they implicitly deny that women can work to 
protect themselves or protect each other. The chivalric response to 
rape, then, is an ideological strategy of containment, which appropri 
ates compassion stirred by the victim's suffering and gives it an out 
let that reaffirms male control.15 
Still, the Ashford-Thornton case illuminates most not the demands 
chivalric ideology placed on women, which are familiar enough, but 
how this ideology could fail to convince even men. One reason chi 
valric ideology was impossible to institutionalize in particular prac 
tices was that any barbarian could co-opt them just as Thornton had 
co-opted judicial combat. This shortcoming, furthermore, was not in 
cidental but reflected a failing already present in the ideology itself, 
in its appeal to manly strength. (Too frequently, definitions of chiv 
alry overlook the power a knight holds that is required for his attrib 
utes like forbearance to be significant and consequential; if he had 
only normal abilities, his restraint would be unremarkable.) Admit 
tedly, an advocate of medievalism could argue that Thornton did not 
represent chivalry because he ignored its codes except when they 
served his selfish needs; he embraced the chivalric resort to force 
without the chivalric ethics that would prevent him from using his 
might against women. His pursuers' motivation, in contrast, was de 
fending women, the preeminent duty for a knight. However, an ap 
peal to strength not unlike Thornton's still lies at the heart of any 
"chivalric" code. Therefore, the values Scott advocates as chivalric, 
such as a "feeling of respect to the female sex" ("Chivalry," 144*), 
will often manifest themselves in customs as intrinsically unfair as 
those he deems barbaric. 
2 
The date of the dedicatory epistle that introduces Ivanhoe, Novem 
ber 17, 1817 (533),16 is the very date on which Thornton challenged 
his accuser to combat; Scott backdates this preface by two years as if 
intent on drawing the reader's attention to the Ashford case. A bar 
rister himself, Scott became aware of the King's Bench events while 
they were in progress, and the evidence allows us to assume that he 
had learned the details of the case by the time he composed Ivanhoe 
in the summer and autumn of 1819. At the end of his encyclopedia 
article on chivalry, written in the fall and winter of 1817-18, Scott 
notes merely that "An appeal of murder seems to have been admit 
ted as legal, within the last year, and is perhaps still under decision" 
(144*), but his June 2, 1820 letter to Lord Montagu makes clear that 
by then he had heard or read more of the details of the case.17 On 
November 18, 1826, one day after the ninth anniversary of Thornton's 
challenge, Scott dined at Sir Robert Peel's house with such other Tory 
notables as Lord Liverpool, the Duke of Wellington, and John Wilson 
Croker. According to his journal, the men "canvassed the memorable 
criminal case of Ashford," and Peel "almost convinced [him] of the 
man's innocence."18 If Scott already believed Thornton guilty, he 
must have reached this conclusion years earlier, while the case was 
in the newspapers. 
Although Scott had long known a number of medieval works in 
which a champion fights to vindicate an unjustly accused woman, 
before Ivanhoe he never told such a story himself, and Ashford v. 
Thornton may well have led his thoughts in this direction.19 Further 
more, although men are continually fighting duels in Scott's works, 
up to this point in his career judicial combat proper occurs only in 
his poem Marmion (1808), and there it occurs more tangentially than 
in Ivaithoe.20 But the debt Ivanhoe owes to the Ashford case is broader 
than these observations about chronology may suggest: these famous 
legal proceedings might have affected the words on the page; they 
certainly affected their meaning. The judicial combat between Bois 
Guilbert and Ivanhoe, which I take to be as much the thematic as the 
narrative climax of the novel, represents Scott's attempt to resolve 
the paradox of allowing some men to monopolize power but expect 
ing that they will use it against their own immediate interests. Bois 
Guilbert's death attests not only that Scott needs to confirm that 
chivalric practices will betray a man who abandons chivalric values, 
but also that he needs to show how these values in any case will fa 
cilitate justice. 
The Templar Grand Master Lucas Beaumanoir becomes convinced 
that he has discovered a sorceress in Rebecca, daughter of the mo 
neylender Isaac of York, and so his men organize a tribunal and call 
witnesses. Earlier, Bois-Guilbert tried to rape Rebecca; now, she is ac 
cused of casting a spell on him so he would love her. Still enamored 
of her, Bois-Guilbert slips a note to her suggesting that she demand a 
champion, and so, as a last resort, she opts for trial by combat, 
throwing down her glove, voicing confidence that God will provide 
someone to fight for justice. Bois-Guilbert's superiors command him 
to battle on behalf of the charge against her; if he wins, she will be 
burned. Fortunately, Ivanhoe arrives on the appointed day, although 
still weak from the injuries he suffered at the tournament at Ashby. 
Ivanhoe's state would seem to guarantee his opponent victory, but 
the mere touch of his spear sends Bois-Guilbert to the ground, where 
he lies dead, a victim of what Scott as narrator calls "the violence of 
his own contending passions" (506). The two passions in conflict ap 
pear to be his desire to possess Rebecca and his need to defeat her 
champion in order to ensure that he will succeed to the leadership of 
the Templars. Bois-Guilbert's collapse rather than Ivanhoe's ability 
decides the issue; indeed, the latter falls to the ground from the Tem 
plar's lance exactly as his condition would lead the reader to expect. 
Although Bois-Guilbert's failure of resolve is not in itself surpris 
ing, since the text already has made clear that both his libido and his 
ambition have enslaved him, its dramatic effects violate credibility. 
Nothing invites critical scrutiny more than a dens ex machina, particu 
larly when the author declines to attribute it to a divine force. The 
Grand Master announces that Bois-Guilbert's death reflects "the 
judgment of God," and Ivanhoe concurs, saying that "God's arm, no 
human hand, hath this day struck him down" (506-07), but their the 
ological explanations are overruled by the narrator's psychological 
one: "the violence of his own contending passions" is responsible.21 
Scott's commitment to fictional realism and his skepticism about mir 
acles discourage him from attributing his villain's death to divine ac 
tion in the manner of many medieval stories he had read that 
involved trial by combat, but whereas that explanation would indi 
cate that God's supervision was guaranteeing justice, psychologizing 
the event completely undermines any such assurance.22 Even though 
God still may be the origin of chivalric ethics, their validity will not 
by itself bring about their victory. After all, neither of the "contend 
ing passions" that kill Bois-Guilbert is virtuous, and, in any case, his 
"Enlightened" amorality makes it improbable that feelings of guilt 
would hurt him. In some medieval stories of combat known to Scott, 
the victor wins by strength, skill, luck, or a combination, but in Ivan 
hoe the author spurns these options too, as if the triumph of justice 
ought to be more certain. He indicates, instead, that because God del 
egates the responsibility for justice to men, one can only expect (or, to 
be accurate, hope) that men who misuse their advantages will be 
brought down by conflicts between their evil impulses. 
In light of Scott's knowledge of the Ashford case, the expectation 
that men like Bois-Guilbert will fall victim to the contradictions of 
their desires is revealed as a contrived narrative resolution to an ide 
ological antinomy that the author could not make sense of on any 
other level: on the one hand, Scott believes that "justice" is a disinter 
ested standard, not merely a euphemism for the victories of powerful 
men; on the other, he believes that enforcing justice should depend 
entirely on these men choosing to exercise their abilities in the service 
of this standard, rather than simply their own benefit. Chivalric vir 
tue consists of refusing to exploit one's near-omnipotence; this is the 
paradox Richard I (in disguise as the Black Knight) exposes inadvert 
ently when he commends Locksley/Robin Hood on the grounds that 
a man who "does good, having the unlimited power to do evil, de 
serves praise not only for the good which he performs, but for the 
evil which he forbears" (376). The blinders Scott wears can have per 
nicious effects. Knights and thieves possess power over the rest of the 
people that usually is checked only when one man's interests conflict 
with another's, yet the sole improvement this novel envisions is that 
their tyranny be benevolent. Scott could not unravel this antinomy in 
a historical essay or a social treatise because he resisted analyzing 
how individual men have appropriated power over the weak, over 
women, and over the bulk of the population, but he can do so in fic 
tional narrative. Or, to describe this process another way, composing 
fiction allows Scott to "argue" that justice will prevail by means of a 
rhetorical method that in any other discursive context would be the 
least authoritative, the use of anecdotal evidence. Moreover, he is in 
venting the anecdote. 
The Templar's death is only one of the various conspicuously arti 
ficial occurrences in the novel, but these events are far from gratui 
tous; instead, they constantly negotiate between intensifying and 
easing narrative and ideological tensions. Consider how Ivanhoe ar 
rives just in time to fight on Rebecca's behalf. Scott could arrange his 
narrative so that the young knight can gallop in completely re 
covered, in which case he would be likely to defeat Bois-Guilbert, 
given the ability he demonstrated in Palestine and at the Ashby tour 
nament. Instead, when Rebecca's champion arrives he is barely able 
to stay in the saddle, and his horse is visibly weary after the journey. 
Rather than show how the virtuous man will always be the fittest 
one, Scott makes matters difficult for himself, testing his ability to 
stage-manage the hero's victory in so dark a situation. Just as, ac 
cording to the Templar Grand Master, Satan "can impose diseases for 
the very purpose of removing them" (418), Scott in the combat scene 
makes more formidable the narrative impasse, and thus the impasses 
in thinking and feeling it represents, so as to increase the satisfaction 
when he resolves it symbolically. 
At the same time, however, Scott's stage-management is hardly an 
unqualified success, and the availability of more plausible ways for 
Ivanhoe to save Rebecca, or at least more familiar ones, suggests that 
the narrative is being shaped by two contrary purposes—one to en 
dorse chivalry, one to repudiate it. Few readers will find Bois-Guil 
bert's defeat convincing; in this scene Scott is in effect conceding the 
improbability of a just outcome because he consciously or uncon 
sciously wishes his audience to see, and to be troubled by, the conse 
quences of embracing chivalry. If Bois-Guilbert is torn by contending 
drives, so is Scott. What predominates, regardless of the effect he 
achieves, is his desire to turn back such challenges to his ideology of 
chivalry. In the reader's eyes the judicial combat between Ivanhoe 
and Bois-Guilbert may, in the end, serve to condemn this chivalric 
practice, but Scott's narrative would not be impelled forward without 
his desire for chivalry to stand vindicated. 
The combat scene is crucial to the novel's cumulative ideological 
function, which is to legitimate existing political authority and the 
existing class hierarchy not only in Ivanhoe's Norman-ruled England 
but also, by analogy, in Scott's Hanoverian Britain. This is not simply 
a consequence of Scott's general conservatism: we will see shortly 
that in late 1819 he believed as never before that the social order he 
valued was under siege. Scott certainly did not need the Ashford 
Thornton case to make him aware of the inequities involved in medi 
eval chivalry, but it did put unusual pressure on him to deal with 
these faults. No matter how much this novel articulates Enlighten 
ment skepticism about medieval culture, its author still wishes to re 
cover for the present day the essential principles he perceives 
beneath its often-absurd practices. Not the least of his motives is to 
indicate that, in Ivanhoe's words, only "the pure light of chivalry . . . 
distinguishes the noble from the base, the gentle knight from the 
churl and the savage" (318). We ought to bear in mind how Scott 
argues in his Encyclopaedia Britannica chivalry article that modern so 
ciety bases its "system of manners" on the "courtesies of chivalry," 
regardless of how "wild and overstrained" they could be: today each 
man knows that he will be punished for "any unbecoming encroach 
ment on the civility due to the weakest, the poorest, the least impor 
tant, or the most modest" person, and every gentleman knows that 
"the rights of the weaker sex demand protection from every one who 
would hold a good character in society" (126). 
At times, Scott satirizes chivalry with wit like that of his contem 
porary Thomas Love Peacock, as in this summary of the Ashby tour 
nament in Ivanhoe: 
. . . although only tour knights, including one who was 
smothered by the heat of his armour, had died upon the 
field, yet upwards of thirty were desperately wounded, four 
or five of whom never recovered. Several more were disabled 
for life; and those who escaped best carried the marks of the 
conflict to the grave with them. Hence it is always mentioned 
in the old records as the "gentle and joyous passage of arms 
of Ashby." (142) 
Scott also distances himself from excesses of knightly zeal like Rich 
ard's, whose "wild spirit of chivalry" worries Ivanhoe (471). Scott 
nevertheless favors chivalric principles, in terms that are specific to 
his own age. When Rebecca questions the value of chivalry, Ivanhoe 
defends it with enthusiastic oratory that reminds the reader more of 
Burke than of the Middle Ages, telling her that it "is the nurse of 
pure and high affection, the stay of the oppressed, the redresser of 
grievances, the curb of the power of the tyrant."23 The novel demy 
thologizes medieval practices and condemns overabundance of chiv 
alrous zeal, but it makes these criticisms en route to endorsing 
chivalry's essence. 
The claims Ivanhoe makes for chivalry echo Scott's earlier article 
on the subject, which, though more temperate, reveals more clearly 
how the author wants to redeem this ideology from its obvious cruel 
ties and injustices (including those that attend judicial combat), 
largely because he sees in chivalry the values of his own culture that 
he wants to vindicate. After noting that someone recently has been 
awarded the right to trial by combat, Scott argues that "it is not in 
such issues, rare as they must be, that we ought to trace the conse 
quences of chivalry," but rather in certain broad principles of con 
duct. Not surprisingly, at the head of his list of principles, ahead of 
standards like forbearance, decorum, truthfulness, and respecting the 
honor of others, stands "the general feeling of respect to the female 
sex" (144*). But in an earlier passage in this essay, a passage probably 
written before the author knew of Thornton's challenge, Scott stresses 
"the inconveniences and injustice of a law so absurd in itself as that 
of judicial combat" (125), yet goes on to claim that chivalric "institu 
tions" aided justice, to the extent that in practice they "evaded and 
mitigated" these flaws: 
[A]mong the number of knights who were eagerly hunting 
after opportunities of military distinction, a party incapable 
of supporting his own cause by combat could have little dif 
ficulty in finding a formidable substitute; so that no one, 
however bold and confident, could prosecute an unjust cause 
to the uttermost, without the risk of encountering some 
champion of the innocent party from among the number of 
hardy knights who traversed every country seeking ostensi 
ble cause of battle. (125) 
Scott s logic goes askew, along with his historical accuracy, and the 
failure is symptomatic. For one thing, these men are as likely to be 
the sickness as the cure, since they also would be apt to hunt eagerly 
after wealth to steal, men to humiliate, or women to rape. The word 
"ostensible" draws attention to this fact. (And while a supply of 
"hardy knights" may improve the weaker party's chances of victory, 
it will not ensure justice, since he or she may be in the wrong!) In 
deed, this system discourages a man from crime only to the degree 
that he knows he is risking the possibility of encountering a better 
fighter than himself, a possibility that is just a matter of chance. 
Scott's fiction in general establishes him as the laureate of compro 
mise, but in his apologia for chivalric "institutions" his skills fail him: 
he steps onto a middle ground he sees between superstition and 
skepticism, only to have it disappear from beneath him. 
When applied to attacks on women, Scott's reasoning places too 
much weight on the gamble that men's interests will coincide with 
women's; yet a system of justice that works randomly hardly differs 
from no system at all, as the Thornton case suggests. Ironically, Scott 
himself raised this objection fourteen years earlier, when he dis 
cussed the ballad "Sir Hugh Le Blond" in his Minstrelsy of the Scottish 
Border (1802-03), in the passage that serves as an epigraph for the 
present essay. After noting "the readiness, with which . . . heroes put 
their lives in jeopardy, for honour and lady's sake," Scott adds, "I 
doubt whether the fair dames of the present day will think, that the 
risk of being burnt, upon every suspicion of frailty, would be alto 
gether compensated by the probability, that a husband of good faith . 
. . or a disinterested champion . . . would take up the gauntlet in 
their behalf." 
One reason Scott's article on chivalry contradicts these earlier com 
ments is that social and political events since 1803 have made chiv 
alry even more attractive for him. He argues that in practice this 
ideology could redeem even trial by combat, but before he finished 
the essay the nation would see how an apparent rapist and murderer 
could escape if his victim's "knight" was too weak; Thornton's be 
havior thereby threatened the legitimacy of an ideology that was 
firmly intertwined with Scott's Tory politics.24 Composed part before 
and part after Thornton's challenge, this essay remains suspended 
uncomfortably between Scott's commitment to chivalry and his 
awareness of its pitfalls, two elements he cannot reconcile in this me 
dium. When he allows chance or strength to displace moral and ethi 
cal imperatives within his rhetoric, he makes "justice" appear to 
signify nothing beyond force—the equation that he wanted to deny. 
3 
Scott's fiction continually concerns itself with such questions of 
how power is related to justice, but with Ivanhoe his narratives of 
punishment shift from realism and critique to romance, as Bruce Bei 
derwell has shown in a recent book.25 The pressing question is why 
Scott acceded to such wish-fulfillment at this point in his career. He 
was at least encouraged by the political and class friction of the Re 
gency years, friction that shaped the contentious aftermath of Mary 
Ashford's death. He wrote the conclusion of Ivanhoe at a time when 
he saw "radical reformers" threatening as never before social and po 
litical structures that he considered almost sacred. Faltering attempts 
to vindicate legal and political authority no longer sufficed; Scott 
could not afford to let his fiction articulate a critique of the law with 
out answering the critique more decisively. 
On August 16, 1819, while Scott was finishing the second of the 
novel's three volumes, the Manchester yeomanry attacked a mass po 
litical meeting at St. Peter's Fields in that city.26 The attack left eleven 
dead, two of them women. The slaughter at "Peterloo" sparked out 
rage, and not only from radicals: Scott's associate James Ballantyne 
wrote an editorial in the Edinburgh Weekly Journal criticizing the Man 
chester magistrates who supervised the yeomen. In a response dated 
September 8, Scott defended the authorities' actions on the ground 
that the crowd's purpose—namely, "the total alteration of the British 
constitution, by introducing Universal Suffrage and Annual Parlia 
ments"—was "as matters now stand, an object so highly illegal, as to 
approach to treason."27 His public and private writings of the next 
few months voice the fear and hatred he felt toward the "banditti" 
and "dogs" who were attempting to organize the common people, 
fear and hatred so intense as to render him unable to distinguish 
among different methods and aims in political reform.28 Real and im 
aginary radical organizing led Scott to spin out revenge fantasies un 
expected from a man who so distrusted extremism: in a September 4 
letter to his son Walter, he dismisses activist Henry Hunt's claim that 
he received "several blows on his head with sabres" at St. Peter's 
Fields, but adds that if Hunt "had got such a one as once on a day I 
could have treated him to," then "his politic pate would have 
broached no more sedition" (Letters, 5:483). Scott did not finish the 
final volume of Ivanhoe, with the climactic judicial combat, until early 
November (see Letters, 6:6, 11). That the unrest was on the author's 
mind as he composed is made clear when he compares the crowd at 
the combat to those who in his own day congregate for "an execu 
tion, a bruising-match, a riot, or a meeting of radical reformers" (494) 
■—the most jarring of the references to nineteenth-century life in the 
novel.29 
The violence at Manchester had inescapable gender implications, 
above and beyond its significance for class and party conflicts. As 
Linda Colley points out, after Peterloo the aristocracy and gentry 
could no longer be comfortable maintaining, in Burke's fashion, that 
they were women's natural defenders and that their domination as a 
class was therefore warranted: their representatives, the Manchester 
yeomanry, had killed and injured women, in violation of "the un 
written contract between the sexes," and indeed "every political car 
toon published attacking this episode gave prominence to armed 
men pursuing, or riding over, or cutting down women."30 In this con 
text, Ivanhoe's triumph on Rebecca's behalf seems a predictable way 
of attempting to reaffirm Burke and, by extension, to vindicate the 
British constitution—albeit with imperfect confidence. 
Yet in Ivanhoe gender conflicts attain considerable autonomy; un 
like Burke's famous paean to chivalry or many Peterloo polemics, the 
novel does not try to reduce these conflicts to just a vehicle for class 
struggles. If the combat scene attempts to validate male-centered chi 
valric ideology, it must do so because events earlier in the book have 
revealed the way gendered power relations often reduce women's 
freedom to a phantasm. This is no small feat of exposition, consider 
ing how commonly men in Scott's day simply collapsed gender into 
class. 
The occurrences at Front-de-Boeuf's castle Torquilstone reveal the 
priority that Ivanhoe reserves for gender, in spite of its obvious con 
cern with nationality. Rebecca is both Jewish and female, but these 
scenes, for the first time, make her being a woman central. For the 
remainder of the book, the things she experiences or is threatened 
with exemplify the worst a woman is likely to face in Scott's twelfth 
century England, in that she, as a Jew, is always outside whatever 
protections society provides for female Christians. After the Norman 
villains take their prisoners to Torquilstone, three successive chapters 
(XXII-XXIV) detail, in turn, Front-de-Boeuf threatening Isaac with 
torture to extort money; De Bracy proposing marriage to the captive 
and resistant Rowena; and Bois-Guilbert attempting to rape Rebecca. 
When an alarm sounds, all three men are forced to leave off what 
they are doing. The symmetry among the three vignettes encourages 
the reader to compare the crimes the men undertake, and, as if to 
help the reader anatomize the kinds of persecution, the victims are a 
Jewish man, a Christian woman, and, doubly disadvantaged, a Jew 
ish woman. Scott explains Bois-Guilbert's intentions with Rebecca in 
terms of the preceding scene, in which De Bracy confronted Rowena: 
"Rebecca was now to expect a fate even more dreadful than that of 
Rowena; for what probability was there that either softness or cere 
mony would be used towards one of her oppressed race, whatever 
shadow of these might be preserved towards a Saxon heiress?" (246). 
The similarities actually outweigh the differences, so that Bois-Guil 
bert's actions illuminate De Bracy's retrospectively: nothing more 
than a shadow of ceremony distinguishes his behavior toward Row 
ena from the Templar's toward Rebecca. Because Rebecca belongs to 
a despised people, cursory moderation like De Bracy's is unneces 
sary, and Bois-Guilbert tells her he will not "abstain from taking by 
violence what thou refusest to entreaty or necessity" (250). 
Rebecca then rushes to the parapet and threatens to throw herself 
off (251-52). The "indomitable pride and resolution" (257) that Re 
becca displays when she leaps to the parapet help her stop Bois 
Guilbert from assaulting her, yet in the long run they only encourage 
further advances. "[T]he thought that she had her fate at her com 
mand, and could escape at will from infamy to death, gave a yet 
deeper colour of carnation to her complexion, and a yet more bril 
liant fire to her eye" (253); now Rebecca's sense that she has at least 
some power not only inspires a vaguely narcissistic attraction in the 
Templar (who is "proud himself and high-spirited," 253), but also, 
ironically, vindicates for him his attempt on her, leaving him unapol 
ogetic: "I do not say forgive me the violence I have threatened, for it 
was necessary to the display of thy character" (255). Although Bois 
Guilbert now gains a kind of respect for her and says he will wait for 
her consent, never in the rest of the novel does he permit her the 
freedom without which consent cannot exist. The Templar's waver 
ing between asking her to choose him and nullifying her refusal has 
the same implication as the parallel between his and De Bracy's acts: 
they each suggest that any way of separating the men's "better" from 
their "worse" intentions is close to meaningless, at least in a society 
so dominated by arbitrary power. And just as Rebecca's plight re 
veals what is simply masked in Rowena's, Rowena's dilemma reveals 
that Rebecca in this world is a desirable woman, first and foremost. 
Though chivalry and its obligation to defend women were contin 
ually employed in Scott's era as a means of national legitimation, the 
persecution of Rebecca in the last half of Ivanhoe transfers attention 
from the goal back to the means itself, making manifest the faults in 
herent in all versions of chivalry. The narrative thereby widens the 
reader's perspective to include kinds of subordination not tied di 
rectly to ethnicity. The opening chapters of Ivanhoe indicate that the 
book's primary theme will be the conflict between "the two rival na 
tions" of Saxons and Normans (42). However, when Athelstane re 
nounces his claim to the throne late in the novel, thereby dooming 
Cedric's hopes of a new Saxon dynasty, this event seems merely 
comic relief. It has been overshadowed by the impending judicial 
combat, which has become the novel's real climax. Furthermore, 
when Bois-Guilbert and Ivanhoe meet, the event is presented less as 
a Saxon fighting a Norman than as a chivalrous knight fighting a cor 
rupt and licentious one. Just as the question of who will marry the 
Saxon princess Rowena has largely been displaced by that of Rebec 
ca's fate, the conflict between nations is displaced by a broader con 
test between systems of values. The champion of one system is the 
knight who rejects a woman's plea that he defend her "without seek 
ing a requital which would change [his] magnanimity into base bart 
er" (442); the champion of the other, the knight who takes on "the 
honourable protection of the innocent" (437) without expecting any 
reward. 
Conversely, the custom of evaluating cultures by how they treat 
women means that anything in Ivanhoe which concerns gender will 
also involve the struggles between Normans and Saxons and be 
tween social classes. The compromise with the present the text advo 
cates still confirms the legitimacy of customary and hereditary 
authority. If there are tyrannical Normans like Front-de-Boeuf, there 
are also beneficent ones like Richard; if there are buffoonish Saxon 
nobles like Athelstane, there are also brave ones like Ivanhoe. While 
Ivanhoe works to legitimate the status quo of Scott's day, it vilifies 
implicitly those men who threaten it, deflecting onto national, reli 
gious, and ideological enemies any critique of the British elite classes 
that the Ashford case might support.31 The knight who employs his 
bravery and energy only to betray chivalric values, Bois-Guilbert, is 
made conspicuously French, Catholic, even "Jacobin." In light of the 
social discontent that had shaken Britain in the four years between 
Waterloo and Scott's writing, the foremost of these connotations must 
be radicalism, which indeed in this text subsumes the others. Bois 
Guilbert can personify these disparate things because conservative 
Britons believed that French Jacobinism had merely reproduced in a 
new guise the immorality, brutality, and combination of tyranny and 
subservience endemic to that country. These national characteristics 
then culminated in Napoleon's rule, which according to Scott was 
"the most accursed and relentless military despotism that ever 
wasted the blood and curbed the faculties of a civilized people" (Let 
ters, 3: 428). Obviously, the Templar's name sounds alienatingly 
French, particularly when compared with that of the virtuous Nor 
man Richard. Moreover, his hypocrisy, carnality, and ambition, not 
to mention his way of rationalizing his hedonism, are offenses that 
Britons habitually attributed to Frenchman and to Catholics. They as 
sociated these transgressions with members of Catholic religious or 
ders in particular, as the conventions of Gothic fiction alone make 
clear. 
But for the contemporary readership of Ivanhoe Bois-Guilbert's of 
fenses would connote, above all, the atheistic radicalism that so many 
Britons blamed France for nurturing. Scott's malefactor within the 
novel is not the common people (note how he depicts Robin Hood's 
outlaws) but rather the patrician man who does not live up to his 
high birth and does not win the plebeians' loyalty. Bois-Guilbert's 
moral and religious skepticism, most blatant when he tries to per 
suade Rebecca to flee with him, seems meant to echo (anachronis 
tically) Enlightenment rationalism and radical rhetoric, such as when 
he declares himself unconstrained by "the doting scruples which fet 
ter our free-born reason" (442). It is one thing for Bois-Guilbert to call 
Beaumanoir's convictions "silly and fantastic prejudices" (438), quite 
another for him to call Jewish and Christian doctrines "nursery tales" 
(255) or to tell the accused woman that her hopes of an afterlife are 
only "dreams" and "idle visions" (502). An aristocratic libertine and 
a Gothic villain, Bois-Guilbert serves to remind us that these cultural 
stereotypes had always been implicated in immediate social and po 
litical concerns, and that they took on fresh significance with each in 
carnation.32 
Bois-Guilbert's political coloring suggests that Ivanhoe attempts to 
reclaim chivalry not only from brutes like Thornton but also from the 
British radicals, apparently influenced by French thinking, who had 
been so vocal and active since Waterloo. Indeed, conservatives and 
radicals had been battling over who owned chivalry. When Thomas 
Paine replied to Burke, in 1791, he rejoiced that "the Quixotic age of 
chivalric nonsense" was indeed past, and it was Tories like Burke, 
Scott, and Robert Southey who took the lead in reviving the rhetoric 
of chivalry, but reformist writers during the Regency were attempt 
ing to claim it on behalf of their own politics.33 In the satirical narra 
tive Melincourt (1817), to note just one example, Thomas Love 
Peacock identifies his protagonists with heroes and heroines of medi 
eval and Renaissance romance, and affiliates their oppositional ideol 
ogy with chivalry. Peacock's conservative characters, on the other 
hand, are cold to chivalry. As if to remind us how women are treated 
by men who scorn chivalry, Lord Anophel Achthar abducts Anthelia 
Melincourt, and the quest to rescue her becomes the focus of the 
story.34 The class and party politics behind much of the implicitly chi 
valric campaign to bring Thornton to justice would have discouraged 
a conservative like Scott from joining in wholeheartedly. The press 
focused on Thornton's social superiority over Mary Ashford (indeed, 
perhaps exaggerated it), and emphasized his proprietary remarks 
about her and his callous reaction to her death. They thereby indi 
cated that Thornton's attack was typical of the higher classes' habitu 
al, unchivalrous abuse of their advantages.35 Given all these battles 
over chivalry, Scott's portrait of Bois-Guilbert, seen in context, im 
plies that the duty of defending women is best left to men whose be 
havior and opinions reflect their high birth, since radicals cannot be 
trusted—whether they are churls and savages, on the one hand, or 
nobles and gentry who are betraying their class, on the other. 
Thornton escaped punishment by appealing to his own strength, 
thereby reminding everyone of the absurdity of tying justice to phys 
ical force exclusively; lvanhoe, in response, tries to show that ulti 
mately strength will fail when used in an unjust cause. And whereas 
in his essay on chivalry Scott ends up implying that justice depends 
solely on men's physical strength—which is the very problem he 
meant to address—in lvanhoe, written less than two years later, jus 
tice relies instead on the contrary passions felt by evil men pulling 
them apart. In place of a failure of logic, Scott gives us a more palata 
ble failure of narrative causality and probability. If Thornton had 
never challenged William Ashford, Scott would still have written 
lvanhoe, and probably the story would still have ended with his hero 
defeating Bois-Guilbert, though the author may have explained the 
Templar's death differently—perhaps a healthy Ivanhoe would win 
simply because of the ability he already exhibited at Ashby, or Rich 
ard would arrive in time to take the injured knight's place. But Ash 
ford v. Thornton could not simply be ignored; Scott's combat scene 
attempts in the wake of this notorious case to legitimate reliance on 
strength, as well as to reclaim for men, and for men alone, a role they 
in fact had never lost, the policing of male aggression against 
women. 
Scott is trying to resolve a contradiction that could truly begin to 
be untangled only by an analysis of how power worked in his soci 
ety, particularly in regard to women, that he was not disposed to 
undertake. At the same time, the unlikelihood and the awkwardness 
of the victory Scott awards Ivanhoe ultimately hinder his efforts at 
legitimation; they apparently betray doubts and frustration he feels 
when compelled to reconcile his vision of chivalry with the actual 
workings of his society. In fiction as in non-fiction, Scott was unable 
to come up with a "chivalry" that would not help Abraham Thornton 
get away with murder. 
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